Call for more militancy

Indians celebrate ‘win’

By BR AD BOLLINGER
About -5 persons marched through
dos mow n San Jose Saturday. happy
over shat they called an Indian "sic’
tot’s" at Wounded Knee and calling for
more militant Indian activities in the
future.
"Wounded Knee was a battle, not a
war. It was the first one we have ever
won, and there are going to he more."
said Chuck (’owan. a Wounded Knee
seteran and a member of the American
Indian Movement IAIM).
The two and -a -half month Indian
occupation of Pine Ridge Reservation.
S.D.. ended a week ago when AIM
leaders agreed to leave the village.

"We must use the tool, that is the gun.
because that is the only thing they
understand." King concluded.
Cowan, ho was at Wounded Knee
last week when Indians were leaving the
sillage, said federal officials have
already broken the agreement they
signed with AIM leaders.
"Berybody got busted." he said
noting the agreement was supposed to
allow for most of the 200 persons inside
Wounded Knee to leave without arrest.
He cited the case of the Sioux
medicine man Crow Dog. He is charged
with attempting to kill a federal marshal!. But Cowan said all Crow Dog ever
carried was a "peace pipe."

Tone Changed
The tone of the demonstration
however. was changed from previous
ones in San Jose. Formerly. Indian
speakers called for compromise and
negotiation with the government. But
speakers at this rally in St. James Park
called for the use of guns to achieve
goals.
"In the end, when we want a decent
and sane life, they aren’t going to give it
to us until they know we are going to
kick their ass," said Bob King. a
member of the revolutionary Venceremos which supported the Wounded
Knee occupation.

Indian Rights
John Robinson, director of the
Oakland chapter of AIM, a Wounded
Knee veteran and one of six Indians
arrested recently in Sacramento on
charges of assaulting a police officer
pledged to continue to defend Indian
rights.
"If it takes 10.000 more Wounded
Knees, I know people will be there to
fight the government which shoots our
people and then digs up their graves,"
Robinson said.
Robinson was arrested on Easter
Sunday when he said he was "protecting
and defending a 3.000 year-old burial

ground Vhere a proposed gosernor’s
mansion is to be built.
Russ Redner, also a member of AIM
arrested in Sacramento, commended
the people at Wounded Knee for
creating "an offensive campaign of
awareness from a defensive point of
view."
Redneer also pledged to continue
fighting for Indian rights. "As soon as I
finish with this Sacramento thing. I am
going to go someplace else," he said.

Wounded Knee
’victory march’
Wounded Knee supporters
marched through San Jose
Saturday celebrating what they
claimed was an Indian victory at
the Pine Ridge, South Dakota
Reservation. Rally speakers also
called for more militant Indian
activities.
By MIKE RUSSELL
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Aide John Ehrlichman’s safe searched

Missing wiretapping files found
Compiled from The Associated Press
missing
WASHINGTON
The
wiretap file in the Daniel EllsbergPentagon Papers case has been found in
the office safe of former presidential
aide John Ehrlichman. The discovery
was announced yesterday by William
Ruckelshaus, acting FBI director.
The fact the FBI was unable to locate
the logs of the wiretaps was a central
element cited by Judge Matt Byrne in

dismissing the government’s case
against Ellsberg last week.
Ruckelshaus announced at a news

ternational negotiations relative to the
Vietnam war and Stratigic Arms
Limitation Talks.

conference that the file along with some
16 others concerning wiretaps were
found in the White House office safe.
He said all the wiretaps found had been
placed after Pres. Nixon had aired his
concern to the FBI that leaks to the
news media could be imperiling in-

FBI records, including notations by
the late J. Edgar Hoover, indicate thenAtty. Gen. John Mitchell told Hoover
the files had been destroyed. Mitchell
has denied making such a statement.
Ruckelshaus said the search for the
files culminated after agents had in-

terviewed former Asst. Atty. Gen.
Robert Mardian and learned from him
the files might still’ be at the White
House.
Mardian claimed former FBI
Assistant Director W.C. Sullivan had
removed the files from the FBI because
he feared Hoover "might use the
records in some manner against the
attorney general or the Presieent."

Youths disrupt rock festival with violence,
’didn’t want music to stop’, officials claim
SJSILI students can ovoid the rush at packet turn -in time nest fall by having
their student body card pictures taken nou. Photos will be taken daily this
week from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. In front of the t.S. Business Office in the
Student Union.
By DON MORTON

"Spring Bazaar," a combination flea
market and rock festival which drew an
estimated 10,000 spectators to Alpine
Park in San Jose, ended with up to 300
youths throwing bottles and swinging
clubs because they didn’t want the
music to stop, authorities said
yesterday.
Four youths were arrested and one
was hospitalized after a half-hour

Juryman knocks senator

’Alquist’s move political’
By BRAD BOLLINGER
The foreman of the county Grand
Jury which investigated the San Jose
Civic Auditorium demonstration
believes Sen. Alfred Alquist’s 1970
charge that Republicans "incited" the
protest was politically motivated.
Former Grand Jury foreman Ernest
Renzel said last week the San Jose
Democrat who was in 1970 running for
lieutenant governor against Ed
Reinecke, made the incitement charge
"to create political heyday."
But Renzel said he doesn’t know if
Alquist’s recent revival of the incitement charge is again a political
move.
In his most recent charge however,
Alquist tried to tie the auditorium
demonstration with the Watergate
Conspiracy by citing the possible involvement of H.R. Haldeman,
Watergate conspirator and close Nixon

Bad checks
force office
cancellation

Check cashing by the A.S. Business
Office has been discontinued for the
rest of the semester because of
problems with bad checks, according to
an office spokeswoman.
"We close at this time every year
because of the difficulty of making
checks good once summer begins," she
said.
It had been reported the office
recently received S800 of had checks,
hut no one was available for comment.
Other A.S. Business Office activities
will continue as before,

aide who resigned two weeks ago, in the
planning of the President’s Oct. 29, 1970
campaign appearance.
Last week Alquist asked the
Watergate Committee to investigate the
San Jose incident. But the special
committee turned down his request
because of legal problems.
Nixon made the San Jose appearance
in support of Sen. George Murphy (R Calif.) who was running for re-election
on a law and order platform.
His appearance was marked by
hundreds of protestors shouting anti Nixon slogans and obscentities. Rocks
were thrown at the President’s
limousine as it was leaving the
auditorium.
Alquist, immediately after the
demonstration and again just recently
made the charge that "the circumstances leading up to the incident
give rise to suspicion that deliberate
incitement may have been involved."
But Renzel charges that "he (Alquist)
was for publicity" with only three days
to go before the Nov. 2 election. "He
knows it and I know it," Henze! said. "It
wasn’t that big a deal," he added. "The
whole thing lasted only about 15
seconds."
Renzel also said that Alquist failed to
use the proper channels to initiate a
Grand Jury investigation of the 1970
demonstration.
The normal procedure, Renzel said,
is to file a complaint with the district
attorney’s office. "But he (Alquist) sent
a telegram to me asking for an investigation," Renzel said. If Alquist
would have gone through the district
attorney’s office. Renzel added. "he
(Alquist) wouldn’t have had enough
time for publicity three days before the
election."

The reason the Grand Jury report was
never released, Renzel said, is because
the evidence was insufficient to show
that a felony had been committed the
night of the demonstration. "It is just
like it never happened," Renzel said,
referring to the investigation.
A good part of the investigation,
according to Renzel, was devoted to the
allegation that a gun was fired on the
night of the demonstration. No conclusive evidence, Renzel said, was
found to support that charge.
Renzel further noted the Grand Jury
never found any evidence that
Republicans conspired to incite the
demonstration,

confrontation which started when 35
sheriffs deputies arrived at. the private
park site to break up a knife fight
Sunday night at 9, deputies said.
"When officers ordered the music to
end, angry participants grabbed bottles
and broke up soft drink stands to use
the wood for clubs," said Undersheriff
Tom Rosa, of the Santa Clara County
Sheriff Department.
Arrested for drunkenness were
Stephen Ray Mack. 20, 536 Baltic Ave.,
Willima Rogers. 22, 1008 Curtner Ave.,
and Morley David Hughes. 23, a
transient.
Gilbert Garcia, 23, of 1135 Audobon
St., was hospitalized for cuts to the
head. He was later released and was
arrested on an assault with a deadly
weapon charge.
None of those arrested attend San
Jose State Univeristy.
Also injured were Tom Sing, and
Gary Meeker, sheriffs deputies. They
were treated for minor bruises and cuts.
Undersheriff Rosa said when sheriffs
deputies arrived "a fight was in
progress. The officers ordered them to
shut down, and they started throwing
rocks and bottles."
Leroy Rampone, owner of the private
park. stated KOME, which he referred
to as "that hippie station," sponsored
the event, and that they said the bazaar
would be a flea market, with booths and
concessions.

"There was no mention of live bands
and entertainment. I found out Friday.
If I had found out about it earlier, I
would have stopped it," Rampone said.
"We’re not geared for this type of
activity. I’ve never allowed live bands in
the past and I will never in the future."
But Dan Tapson. general manager of
KOME, said the event was not spon-

students passing the test, said Dr.
Voydat. bureau chief of the elementary
and secondary division in the department.
He explained holders of the certificate could drop out of school or
enroll in a community college with the
permission of the college president.
But, this would only oceur if the
enrollment of such students did not
exceed one percent of the total c011ege
enrollment.
The new plan would have advantages
for student and taxpayer alike. Students
would have new opportunities, including the chance to finish college
earlier.
Taxpayers would be saved thousands
of dollars a year due to the smaller
number of students to teach at the high
school level.

Tapson said the bazaar was promoted
by John Brim berry and Charles Vogler,
both of whome were unavailable for
comment,

lEthnic, media power
features of 21st fair
:.

::

Today the 21st Century Future Fair will feature a power conference as a
forecast of the power the people will hold in the future.
:::
Part one of the power conference will feature ethnic power as a key to
future. The ethnic power conference begins at 12:30 p.m. in the Loma Prieta
Room of the Student Union. Panelists are Nathan Hare, Oscar Acosta, Stella
Leach and Kathy McLaughlin.
Panelist Nathan Hare is the editor of the "Black Scholar" in Sausalito.
Oscar Acosta is a successful lawyer and a leader of the Chicano movement in
the U.S. He is also the author of "The Brown Buffalo." Stella Leach is a
representative of the American Indian Movement and author of "The
American Indian Movement."
Also at 12:30 will be a lecture and slide show on alternative shelters by :*;:
Lloyd Kahn. author of the Dome Book, in the S.U. Umunhum Room.
"Sunseed." a film about the world’s holy men, will have a premier showing
today at 12:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium. The show will be repeated at
8:30p.m. A SI charge will be asked for "Sunseed."
Producers of "Sunseed" took three years and a budget of over S300,000 to
examine religious leaders and innovators all over the world. The film features
interviews with several holy men, including Baba Ram Dass, a former
associate of Timothy Leary at Harvard.
"How to build your own shelter," is the topic of a lecture -demonstration at
3 p.m. on Seventh Street. Participants will help build an alternative shelter
(other than a dome) in the street.
Part two of the power conference concerns power and the media. A panel
of pressmen will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the S.1.1. Loma Prieta Room. Panelists
include Washington Post columnist Nicolas von Hoffman, Warren Hinckle.
and Paul Krassner.
Nicolas von Hoffman is known for his biting satires of political life in
Washington D.C. Fellow panelist Warren Hinckle III was the editor and
executive director of "Ramparts." a revival of traditional muckracking
tournalism. Paul Krassner is editor of the "Realist" magazine. He has also
written columns for "National Lampoon."
At 9:30p.m. members of both the ethnic and media conferences will meet
for a general power conference in the S.U. Lomas Prieta Room. Moderator
will be Nicolas von Hoffman.
Tomorrow cartoonist Dan O’Neill draws comics and science fiction writers
will gather for a symposium on man’s ability to survive the future. A list of
tomorrow’s events will appear in tomorrow’s Spartan Daily.
Tickets for the week’s events are SI and are available in the AS. Business
Office, A SI ticket guarantees admission to every event during the week
except those with special admission prices.
Special admission will be charged for the Sufi Choir. Ann Halprin Dancers
and The Committee, as well as today’s film, "Sunseed."

a

Colleges may admit
high school students
Younger students may be attending
community colleges in the future if a
high school diploma bypass plan is
approved.
If passed, the new law (Senate Bill
1112 by Sen. Arlen Gregorio, D-San
Mateo) will allow high school students
passing a proficiency test to enroll in a
community college as early as age 16.
The law would require the State
Department of Education to prepare
the student proficiency test by January
of 1975.
But, according to Gregorio’s office,
the deadline may be even sooner.
In fact, another measure, Senate Bill
52, would require the test to be ready by
next January. That measure is still in
committee.
The State Board of Education would
issue a certificate of proficiency to

sored by the radio station. "That simply
is not true. KOME, KLIV and KSJO all
advertised and promoted the event, but
it was put on by independent
promoters."

:.

:.
:.

:.

Editorial

Bike lot’s conclusion
found in its purpose
The snafu resulting in an unexpected depletion of funds for the
A.S. bike lot has brought two
problems to our attention.
The Daily approves of A.S.
Council’s decision to grant the lot
emergency funds and we hope
further funding requests from this
project receive favorable consideration.

look into Oberhoffer’s problem.
Secondly, why does the bike lot
have to be funded at all?
Each patron pays a $2 fee each
semester to have his bike guarded.
Oberhoffer said if 800 people signed
up. he would be able to pay lot
guards without council’s subsidy.

But why did the lot run out of
money?
According to lot manager David
Oberhoffer. who took over in the
middle of the school year, he
inherited an incomprehensible set of
financial records.

Last month 13 bikes were stolen on
campus, according to campus police
records. But Oberhoffer and police
are quick to point out no bikes have
been stolen from the guarded lot.
"I know bike thefts will decrease if
people use the bike lot." said campus
police records and statistics officer
Larry Jones.

Oberhoffer told the Daily he attempted to get help interpreting his
accounts and was misled about the
amount of money he had.
We feel the next council should

So, if bike thefts will decrease and
the subsidy will become unnecessary
when more people use the lot, the
conclusion is obvious:
Else the bike lot!

Navajos a rejected nation
______114.1thic Block
A group of San Jose State vocational work, and only 14 percent
University environmental studies ever become professional men.
The very low level of formal
students recently travelled to the
Four Corners power plant in Arizona education the Navajos attain helps
to study power plant’s harmful account for the low statistics. Fortythe Southwest’s two percent of the Navajos over 25
effects on
years of age have had no schooling.
environment.
The National Congress of
The students found air pollution, American Indians has developed the
water depletion, land devastation, "Navajo 10-Year Plan" which calls
and some of America’s most poverty- for 46,000 jobs and an investment of
stricken people, the Navajo Indians. $4 billion to promote the industry to
The Navajo Reservation is located the Southwest.
mainly in Utah, Arizona, New But the organization wisely
Mexico. and Colorado. There are stipulated that this does not ask for
66,617 Navajos living in these states. an end to the Navajo culture as a
"better alternative" to live.
There are 2.6 persons per square
The group stated that the Indian
mile, which makes the area the least
culture "does not only reject the
populated region in the continental
materialistic value system of the
United States. These 15 million acres
White man, but has positive values
comprise a land mass larger than the
in terms of brotherhood, and percombined areas of Connecticut,
servation of one’s environment, from
Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
which the White man could learn, if
According to the 1970 U.S. Census,
he were willing to listen."
the per capita income for Navajos on
the reservation is $753.
While many think of the Appalachia region as the poorest in the
U.S.. that area’s inhabitants have a
per capita income of 52,698, four
times greater than the Navajos’.
Contrary to the belief that Indians
live freely off the federal government,
three-fourths of the Navajos’ income
comes from wage work. Only onesixth comes from welfare, social
security and railroad retirement
benefits.
The 1970 census reported that the
Navajos’ unemployment rate is three
times the national rate. It has been
estimated that 44 percent of the male
Navajos are not working.
Of those who do find jobs, the
overwhelming majority go into

1’011111It’ll

Plea for quiet
You’d think that by the time
students reached college they would
learn that the library is for studying
and research.
Not so.
I originally went to the library each
night to get away from the
distractions of my apartment.
But after trying both levels of the
Reserve Book Room and every floor
of the main library, I’ve given up.
The noise is so bad that I take
sanctuary at my noisy apartment,
which is as quiet as an empty church
compared to the library.
People who need some real quiet to
study. I am sure empathize with me.
But what are we supposed to do?
If I ask the gabbers to keep the
noise down. I often get that, "Hey,
look at the red-hot" look.
It’s pretty bad when my apartment
complex, which has a terrible offtune yet persistent, trumpet player
and a weightlifter upstairs who can’t
seem to hold on to his barbells, is
quieter than the study areas in our
libraries.
Mike Mark with
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View of Wallace shooting
1141ran
One year ago today the American
people witnessed another savage and
senseless attack on the U.S. political
systcm. On May 15, 1972, a social
misfit named Arthur Bremer shot
and almost killed Gov. George
Wallace of Alabama. The Wallace
major
a
removed
shooting
presidential contender from the
political arena and assured the reelection of President Richard Nixon.
In retrospect it is evident that the
Wallace shooting was an even more
senseless assault than first realized;
Richard Nixon was Bremer’s first
indended target before the man
decided to gun down Wallace. Thus,
instead of killing the President.
Bremer insured his re-election.
On this day, one year after the
shooting, the cast of characters
remains essentially the same. Bremer
is in prison. Wallace has overcome
both his wounds and his depression
and appears ready to re-enter the
active world of politics.
Also on this day it should be noted
that the shooting of George Wallace
was not merely an attack upon one
man. It was also an attack on the
political system. It is also a reminder
that assassins often do not strike

because of any political beliefs;
Wallace, long the symbol of
Southern White resistance to Black
equality, was shot by a White man.
It is ironic that the man who differed so much with President John
Kennedy, Sen. Robert Kennedy, and
civil rights figures like Martin Luther
King and Malcolm X should almost
meet the same fate as these gentlemen.
The shooting of George Wallace
was a senseless act of violence. On
this first anniversary of the shooting,
it should be hoped that Gov. George
Wallace shall be the last political
figure to be felled by an assassin.

Comments

Where was the board?
Yesterday, those people interested
in running for the position of editorin-chief of the Spartan Daily spoke
before their fellow staff members.
While the question -and -answer
period went well, I was dismayed by
the absence of the Communications
Board and Pres. John Bunzel, all of
whom were invited to attend the
session.
While Bunzel at least had the
courtesy to let the Daily know he
could not attend, the members of the
Communications Board saw fit to
ignore the entire affair, to the point
that they did not even acknowledge
the invitation to attend.
For some time, there has been
criticism of the Daily for some of its
stands, and the way it operates
generally. Complaints of this nature
are in the realm of the Communications Board, and eventually
the president of the university. Yet
these people did not see fit to attend
the meeting which had a great deal
of importance in determining the
future operation of the paper.
The board, and the president, since

We are being tossed, says
Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns, on turbulent seas. But, he
hastens to assure us. we’re all in
the same boat (See story Page 1,
May 8).
While the misery of deprivation
is not diminished by the "all in
the same boat" philosophy, there
is comfort in the thought. The
knowledge that we all suffer
equally encourages a fatalistic
attitude that makes hardship
more bearable.
Dr. Burns’ psychology is sound.
Trouble is, it’s not honest. For
despite his assurances, he is not
putting us all in the same boat. He
has tow boats: one for passengers
from "A" deck
the arts and
sciences
the other a wormy
bottom for "tourist" class. And
the latter, according to a less
recent but more forthright
declaration than his statement
elsewhere in this paper, includes
the career-directed departments
in the School of Applied Arts and
Sciences.
So... it is not the fear of "being
in the same boat" that has Applied Arts and Sciences faculty
and students in a mutinous mood
these days. It’s the realization that
we’re not in the same boat! And
we’re madder’n hell about it.
Says Dr. Burns, in the
distribution of the scanty largess
coming our way from the
Governor’s office the liberal arts
and sciences get first priority.
What’s left goes to the Applied
Sciences and Arts, and to the
graduate program.
That’s a fall from grace which it
is not too late to repent. One of
the cruellest hoaxes ever perpetrated on the college undergraduate is the deception that
the liberal arts curriculum offers a
"rounded education" and leads to
productive employment after
graduation.
Many thousands of liberal arts

Unfair ratios the
Editor:
Permit me to offer two
corrections and a comment upon
the Daily’s story on May 8th,
concerning faculty staffing and
instructional priorities.
The first correction is that it is
not true I believe the Department
of Home Economics "has no place
on this campus." That judgment
was made in reference to instructional programs such as
driver education and the teaching
of typing, not home economics.
Home Economics does have a

The vacuum is not one created by
the members of the staff. but rather
one created by the disinterest of
those people who are supposed to
keep track of our operation.
President Bunzel, members of the
Communications Board, don’t come
to us next time you have a complaint,
it is unlikely any of us will recognize
you.
Ed Sessler

One thing that I’ve learned to cope
with while living in San Jose is the
sound of sirens going off at any
moment in space and time.
But, the other night something
happened that I’ve often thought
about but never knew how I would
react the sirens stopped right in
front of my apartment house.
It was 2:30 a.m. when my roommates and I were jarred from a
sound sleep by pounding on our
front door. Our downstairs neighbors came to warn us that three fire
trucks had arrived and some smoke
was comming from the basement.
Surprisingly enough, everyone
handled the situation in a calm, cool
and collected manner. There was no
screaming donwn the halls with
people running and tripping over
each other, everyone just followed
their instincts and waited for some
further instructions.

All signed articles on the
Daily Forum page reflect only
the opinion of the individual
writer. Editorials represent the
majority opinion of the
editorial board.
Readers are invited to write
letters to the editor. For quick,
full publication, letters should
be short, preferably one
typewritten page, doublespaced on a 55-space line. All
letters must be signed with
name, student card number,
address and phone for
verification. We will not print
anonymous letters.

graduates have had time to reflect
bitterly on this misrepresentation
while waiting in employm,:nt lines
for a turn at the tiny percentage of
jobs available to people with
philosophy or English or history
or whatever "pure academic"
degree, while the business grad,
the industrial arts grad, the home
economics grad slides smoothly
into employment
and
a
productive, satisfying career.
It isn’t necessary to verify this
fact by asking the liberal arts
graduates manning gasoline
station pumps; yearly employment statistics of the U.S.
Department of Labor offer fullest
documentation.
A return to emphasis on the
liberal arts at the expense of
career preparation is a throwback
to the medieval European pattern
of education for a non-productive
elite, and represents a retreat
from the principle which put this
instution on the map.
The assurance I and many of
my colleagues would like to have
from Dr. Burns is that in fact
there is only one boat, and Bentel
is all wet. On the basis of present
budget allocations he confronts a
yawning credibility gap.
Meantime San Jose State indeed
appears to be the way to secondclass status.
Dr. Dwight Bente!,
Professor of Journalism

If these people did not see fit to
attend our staff meeting at such an
important time, they have no right to
comment on the Daily’s operation
once a new editor is chosen.
Maybe our staff does operate in a
vacuum. If so, the fault is not that of
the people on the staff, but rather
lies with those people who had a
chance to observe and influence the
election.

Handling
trouble

Letters to the Editor
Priorities unequal

they have that ultimate responsibility
concerning the paper, owed it to the
staff, the candidates, and more
importantly to the student body, to
attend such a meeting. Their absence
only indicates that they do not take
this part of their jobs importantly.
They abdicated their responsibility
for this newspaper in the most
blatant way possible.

place on the campus although
with the overall increase in
students and inadequate numbers
it, with other
of faculty
departments, may be subjected to
reductions in faculty allocations
and therefore limitations on the
number of students to be enrolled.
The second correction is that, in
the consideration of broad. overall
priorities I mentioned "undergraduate arts and sciences"
not merely "liberal arts." This
distinction carries a difference
worth noting.
The comment is simple: this
university suffers from unequal,
and in my judgment, unfair
treatment in the assignment of
student-faculty ratios. The anticipated problems necessarily to
be encountered as we "top out" in
terms of student enrollment and
therefore in faculty size and
composition have been abnormally compounded by the fact
that, in recent years. San Jose
State has been penalized
("brutalized" is a better word) by
student and faculty allocations
which, again in my judgment,
have efficiently subverted serious
hope for a rational, educationally
defensible pattern of curricular
offerings, student enrollments,
inand
faculty staffing,
trastrucutre support.
Perhaps the most dramatic
conclusion to reach is that, since
the State Department of Finance
unilaterally and arbitrarily killed
the old "faculty staffing formula"
in 1969 (which generated faculty
positions in terms of student
enrollment and curricular offerings), San Jose State has from
1969-70 through 1973-74 been
assigned student enrollments and
allocated faculty positions at an
incremental student -faculty ratio
of 114:1, including an incremental ratio for 1973-74 of
152.2:1!
In such a crunch it has been
painful for me, after consultation
with the Deans .1’ Academic

Undergraduate
Planning,
Studies, and Graduate Studies, to
make admittedly inadequate
allocations to the school deans; it
will be equally painful for them as
they make allocations to
departmental chairmen which fail
to meet the need; it will be no less
painful for chairmen to build
course offerings and faculty
reflect
which
schedules
inadequate resources; and it will
be most painful of all to those
students who cannot get courses
they need to progress and
graduate "on time."
Dr. Hobert W. Burns
Academic Vice President

Death penalty
Editor:
The recent satire on the death
penalty by Bob Piombo points.
once again, to his delightful wit
and intelligence.
I read with relish his recent
views of the situation in the dining
commons and later his hilarious
comments on pollution.
Political satirists. Piombo included, serve a meaningful
purpose in society. By presenting
frivolous insights to serious
subjects, they contrast, or create a
foil to, those espousing sober
thoughts.
Most aware and humaneminded individuals realize, as
Piombo does, that the death
penalty has little or no social
value; that it does not deter crime;
and that it is grossly unfair and
prejudicial to poor persons.
Even those who suffer from the
"I -am-a-Christian -but-we-must kill-to-preserve-innocent-lives"
complex arc standing on weak
ground, for a study of early
Christianity will reveal pacifism as
a large part of Christian upbringing.
Piombas satirical documentary
issues
these
with
dealt
lightheartedly yet seriously, a
knack few people have.
Mark Reed

What was equally surprising was
the consideration each person
showed to those people he had
ignored in the halls the weeks before.
Although the danger turned out to
be a false alarm, I don’t have any ill
feelings about being awakened.
It was a pleasure to see people
working together for the benefit and
well-being of others.
Too bad it had to take place when a
tragedy was expected.
Barbara French
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Woman prof speaks

News Review

Skylab mission
now doubtful

on sex role equality
By BARBARA ERENCH
The increasing impact of the
legal system on the women’s
movement was discussed by
Stanford Unisersity’s first female
law professor last Friday afternoon.

By IAN GIISTINA
omptled from The Associated Press
CAPE KENNEDYSkylab. America’s first space station experiment. was jeopardized yesterday what two solar panels failed to
extend two hours after liftoff.
The unmanned Skylab was fired into orbit to serve as a "cabin in the
sky" for nine astronauts in the next eight months. The first three-man
crew is scheduled to be launched today.
lithe panels do not extaid it is doubtful that astronauts Charles
Conrad Jr.. Joseph Kerwin and Paul Weitz will rocket into space to
hook up with the station.
An effort was made to extend the wing-like panels by radio signal
from the ground, but no results have been reported yet. ’

Colley appoal turnad down
WASHINGTONArmy Secretary Robert Froehlke turned down an
appeal yesterday from Lt. William Calley that his jail sentence for the
My Lai massacre be reduced from 20 to 17 years.
Frohlke’s decision is separate from an appeal of Calley’s conviction.
now pending before the U.S. Court of Military appeals.
Calley has been under house arrest at Ft. Battling. Ga.. since his
oonsiction before a court-martial board two years ago.
An Army-Air Force Clemency and Parole Board had recommended
the three-year reduction in Calley’s sentence. Pres. Nixon has said he
will ultimately pass on the Calley case.

Man shot at Portland Airport
PORTLANDAn airport employee who had held a man hostage
almost eight hours at Portland International Airport yesterday was shot
and killed by an FBI marksman.
William Abernathy. 25, of Portland, held the hostage atop an aviation
fuel tank, authorities said. The hostage was reported safe.
Police said Abernathy, a refueler for Lockheed Air Terminal, had
threatened to blow up an 840,000-gallon fuel tank if authorities did not
meet his demand that his two infant children and divorced wife be
brought to him.

Space denied
travel service
Student Sersices 5% est will not
be moving on campus to offer its
specialized travel service as it had
anticipated.
A. S. Pres. Dennis King received
a memo from Dan Petersen.
manager of the Spartan Foundation stating "the Foundation
cannot let outsiders use space in
the Union without fonnal leases
approved by the state."
Petersen indicated the State has
approved rental of rooms for
special events, and one long term
use of a room. but no others
through nor.nal processes.
"This strict rule is for protection
for the slate" he added.
Petersen said. "If any user has
occasion to sue, or he causes
someone to sue, we need all the’
protocal. clauses, insurance, and
approvals required by the State
and prudent practices."
Petersen emphasized fairness to
the public as a reason for refusing
to have Student Services West
occupy the Union.
"The Spartan Foundation is
fully insured, protected, and legal
in having Associated Student
employea doing fully approved
functions in the Union," he said.
S.U. Director Ron Barrett
refused the request from Student
Services West for occupancy in
the Union at the Student Union
Board of Governors (St BG I
meeting of April 10.
Barrett said. "We already have
Spartan Travel Service in the
Union. and they are providing a
sat isfaco y service."
Steve Lavvrence. John Men
presented their request for admission of Student Services
West in the Student ’Union after
approval from the A.S. Council
on their March 28 meeting.

King had drawn up a unto-act
with Student Services West and
was waiting for input from SUBG
before signing to finalize it when
he received the memo from
Petersen. King said.

Samistat
magazine
Sam tsta
Berkeley
1 he
Review is a new literary magazine
produced by four staff members
of Reed.
The magazine is an independent
venture financed by Merritt
J.
editorin-chief,
Clifton.
Thomas Sudslick, fiction editor
and through ad sales and subscriptions.
The first issue will be out today
or tomorrow and will be available
on campus either through the
book store or it will be sold at
various spots on campus. It is
unique in that it is the only
monthly magazine of its type in
the United States, according to
Clifton.
"We are also unique in the kind
of work we use emphasis is on
semi -satiric
hard -driving
surrealisin. in the tradition of
Kafka and Bulgakov, also action
a la Hemingway, criticism and
poetry being supplemental to the
main focus." Clifton said.
The magazine is named after
the Russian literary underground
publication. Samistat.
Each issue features a guest
editor, the first being Robert
Burdate Sweet, a member of San
Jose State University’s English
faculty and author of "The
Memory of Fire."
Many stories in the first issue
are by students of San Jose State
University. Ron Vinyard’s short
story "An Invitation to a Party"
and John Ilgen’s story, "Belfast"
are two.

You’ve come to the
right place.
We’ve got
011 Color Brushes
[1 Water Color Brushes
[] Bamboo Brushes
fl Sky Brushes
Lettering Brushes
fl One-Stroke Brushes
(-1 Fan Brushes
Photo -Retouch
Brushes
Quill Brushes

n

FT

The magazine will be 100 pages
in length and will include artwork. Anyone may contribute
their work, Clifton said. Subscription rate is $2 for four issues
and 55 cents for a single issue,
either mail or newstand.
Editorial offices are at 1150
Spruce St.. Berkeley.

a
Stanford professor Barbara Babcock

Budget plans
await session
By JOANNE GRIBBLE

Two separate budget plans await
the attention of the A.S. Council
when it meets to begin the annual
budget session tomorrow afternoon.
The first, devised by the A. S.
Budget Committee yesterday,
cuts each requesting agency to a
hare minimum and then each five
percent more. Totally eliminated
front the budget by this plan are
Reed Magazine and a contribution toward clerical help for
the Academic Council.
This plan came about after the
budget requests still aune to
$50,000 over the A. S’s anticipated income of $470,000.
Not satisfied with this plan. A.
S. MCC Pres. Rudy Leonard!
offered another plan of selective
cuts which would balance the
budget, but cut out the Radio-TV
News Center and Sedition besides
Real and the Academic Council.
These programs, Leonardi said.
could go to the Fair Share
Program Board for funding in the
all semester.
This puts many instructionallyrelated programs below their
levels of 1971-72, an in conflict
with last spring’s funding
initiative.
In a special election last spring.

Cagers
in action
Spartan Gym will be the setting
tonight, as the San Jose State
One -on -One
University
Basketball Tournament con’
dudes with the semi-final and
final rounds. Tip-off for the first
semi-final will be 7 p.m. and
admission will be 50 cents.
The initial dash will feature a
pair of lightning quick, hot
shooting guards. Rodney Hunn, a
standout from coach Dave
Waxman’s record breaking 20-6
freshman squad will meet Eric
Saluny, a junior starting guard
from last year’s varsity team.
The second semi-final match -up
will be a battle of height vs.
shooting, as Jack Gamulin,
leading scorer from the bosh
team with a 16.0 points per game
average takes on 6foot-10 varsity
redshirt Mike Fair.
Third round semi-final action
will see refoot-7 Dave Dockery
from last year’s forth place varsity
quintet pitted against Ken
Mickey. playmaking guard from
Waxman’s freshman five with a
14.9 ppg average.
The last cage battle will find
Hilliard Parkinson, physically one
of the Spartans’ top prospects,
meeting All-PCAA guard and
leading scorer from the varsity
team Johnnie Skinner, who
finished the season with a 16-.6
ppg average.
Co-rec will be prempled by the
OneonOne play tonight only

the student body sOlCd to continue funding instructionally related programs such as the
marching band. the Spartan
Daily and intercollegiate athletics
at their current levels until
alternative funding could be
found.
The validity of this funding
initialise is in question right now,
as another will face the campus
voters in tomorrow’s A. S.
Council election.
On that poll, students will be
asked to rank several campus
agencies traditionally funded by
the A. S. as to their importance
and priority.
On the suggestion of Dean
Robert S. Martin of the budget
committee, both budgets will be
forwarded to the council.
Whether or not last year’s
initiative will be followed will be
decided there.
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Pretest Student Body Cord For DIscount
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Around 1840. she began, women
demanded the right to control
their own property and also the
"truly radical demand" of
wanting the right to participate in
government.
In 1855, at a national women’s
rights convention in Conneticut.
Lucy
Stone
spoke
on
discrimination against women in
pay. education, employment and
legal rights.
"Women mistake the politeness
of men for their rights, but these
are mere courtesies." Ms.
Babcock quoted from the early
feminist.

Second and San Carlos Office
280 South Second Street

the judges awarding cash prizes
for best pieces entered.
Final date for entering the
exhibit is Wednesday. Call Eliza
Greben at 277-3205 or contact the
Program Board Office for further
in

11arkci st.

She referred to the first part of
her presentation as "formal"
from prepared notes she relayed
past and present data on the
women’s movement.

Gradplan available only at:

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

3 77)

Started with slavery movement
-it originated with the involvement of women in the
abolition of slavery and in the
temperance movement," she said.

MBANK0FAMERICA

10%
The brush you’ve been
looking for is probably
on one of our shelves.
Stop in and browse
around, we carry a complete selection of the
finest artists’ materials
in town.

Barbara Babcock. a 1963 law
graduate of Yale University,
spoke to 90 men and women on
"The Current Struggle for Sex
Role Equality." in Science 142.
The hour and a half discussion
was the last event of this year’s
Women’s Week, sponsored by
Women’s Studies.
Ms. Babcock believes the case
decisions (securing now in sex
discrimination will have an
educational and persuasive effect
on the future outlook of society.
She also emphasized, however.
the title of her speech is not
meant to imply the struggle for
sexual equality is new.

Mrs. Stone (Stone was her
maiden name. She refused to be
called by her husband’s Tome)
wished women would begin to ask
for their rights instead of a new
bonnet. Ms. Babcock read.
"Although the style and
examples are old fashioned, the
issues are startlingly con
temporary." she stated.
The first year Stanford instructor spoke on the early
women’s movements and the hard
work and effort that went into
each campaign. There were 480
separate campaigns working on
getting the issue of suffrage
before the voters and 277 campaigns striving for state parties to
add suffrage to their platform.
she said.
The collapse of the original
movement was the end of an
"exhausting and bone-crushing
is, she said, until
battle" that
recently.

Or 01E1111CA NMI%

something to go by.
(The ERA was passed by
Congress in March of 1972. To
become law 38 states must ratify
it within seven year. To date. 28
states have adopted it).
Already protects rights
One of the main arguments
against the ERA is because the
14th Amendment (no state shall
enforce any law that denies any
person equal protection I and Title
VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
(prohibits sex discrimination in
employment) already protects
women’s rights. Ms. Babcock
said.
"However," she stated, "the
14th Amendment has history of
rejecting sex discrimination cases
and, until recently. Title VII
wasn’t used."
The tales of women in combat
boots, co-ed bathrooms, and
complete changes in divorce
proceedings are true to an extent.
she said, but most are "worn

ladies to mininuir
goals of
the movement."
One of the current Title VII
cases deals with a firm which
hired three males instead of a
woman who was more qualified,
Ms. Babcock explained.
In looking into the tome it was
discovered the firm haul other
discriminatory procedures
against women. The company
contended, however, the case
wasn’t a class action because no
other WOIll ell empkwees had come
forward to coniplain.
"the judge was a wise woman.
though." Ms. Babcock said,
audience
by
accompanied
laughter. "She said that in this
type of case willing plaintiff’s are
hard to find."
The case is currently in trial and
Ms. Babcock believes the outcome will be a "landmark case."
She closely associated the
women’s movement with the early
cisil rights movement

hOs prompted rise
"The current rise comes from
the civil rights movements of the
1960s and the general discontent
amoung the youth." Ms. Babcock
said.
"And." she continued. "the
extent of the new struggle is being
led by lawyers who are focusing
their gains have
cm the laws
been amazing."
She pointed to the recent United
States supreme court rulings on
abortion cases as one of the areas
that have undergone drastic
alterations. She added that five
years ago these changes would
have been "unbelievable."
"It is astonishing that such a
major change in law was done in
so short of time," she said.
On the subject of the Equal
Rights Amendanent (ERA) the
the
of
director
former
Public
(Washington) D.C.
Defender Service stated that if
such an amendment existed,
equal rights cases would have

So you’ve got your college degree. And
with it, enough kisses, head-pats and congratulations to last you the rest of your life.
What you need now is a little green
stuff. Money. Or better yet, credit.
That’s what we’ve got for you: creditand then some-to meet the world head-on.
All wrapped up in a neat package called
Gradplan.
Gradplan can set you up with a credit
line big enough to do the kind of things you
want to do. It’ll show you how to get your
checks cashed immediately when they’re
needed. How to write yourself an instant
loan. And how to take some of the pain out
of finding a job (excuse the expression),
with a really handy new booklet you’ll find
right there in the Gradplan package.
Come in. Ask for our special Gradplan
Representative. And get yourself some
credit-plus.
Out there, in the real world, you need
all that you can get.

Art work en tries taken
Arts and crafts are now being
accepted in the A.S. Program
Board Office for the 21st Century
student art exhibition.
Albert Dixon of the San Jose
Municipal Museum will be one of
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Steps taken to lower
high costs of divorce

Beardsley offspring attends SJSU

Large family brings fame
By DEBBIE TERI AI
Fame comes to some people who
never ask for it. Without lifting a
they are suddenly
finger
famous. This is what happened to
senior
Beardsley.
Rusty
marketing major at San Jose
State Unisersity.
He rose to fame in 1962 while a
high school junior in Carmel. His
mother had died of diabetes the
previous year. and his father
remarried. Beardsley’s stepmother had lost her husband in
an air crash in 1960.
The marriage brought two large
families together. Beardsley’s
father already had 10 children.
his step -mother had eight front
coming
her previous marriage
to a total of 18 children.
Wedding invitations were sent
out, listing the children’s names.
inviting people to the wedding.
The press picked it up and the
event was covered all over the
world.
Moue contract
Described as a "very exciting"
wedding by Beardsley. it was
covered by Life and the Saturday
Evening Post. Alter the wedding.
actress Lucille Ball flew Beardsley’s parents to Hollywood to
discuss a contract for a mosie
about the family. Then. in 1968.
she produced "Yours. Mine and
Ours." a fictionalized version of
the Beardsley family.
"The publicity has neser
bothered me. It still gives me a

olvk. commented Beardsley
Explaining he met a lot of "great
people" as a result of the

Others at S.131
His father’s second marriage
brought two more children into
the family. Beardsley said the new
boy and girl were what solidified
the family.
The two additional children
brought the total number to 20,
ranging in age from 8 to 28.
Beardsley is 27.

Rusty Beardsley
publicity.. he said. "I wish
eserytme could go through what I
did."
Describing his life after his
mother died. Beardsley said,
"You don’t know how much value
you place on your mother until
she is gone.
"We had a chain of command.
with seniority by age. I was the
seCOrld oldest. I can out cook and
out sew most girls since we did all
the cooking, ironing and sewing."
Beardsley had nothing but good
things to say about his stepmother. He said he and the other
children thought she was ’great"
when they first met her. "I also
liked the idea of having four new
younger brothers." he said.

Although he has enjoyed being
part of a large family, there is no
big family in Beardsley’s future
plans. Two boys and two girls will
be "more than adequate," he
said, "because parents can only
divide themsdves equally among
no many children."
However, Beardsley said his
parents are adept at large families
since they are "incredibly giving.’
Stressed learning
He stressed he also has learned
to give and share, and not to
expect a lot in return. As second
oldest, he said there is always
competition to try to outdo his
older brother.
"I enjoy competing. That’s why
I enjoy business so much," he
added.
According to Beardsley, the
biggest lesson he has learned
from his large-family upbringing
is that "you are nothing by
yourself it takes the others (in
his familyl to make you what you
are." He says this applies to other
areas of life also.

Students don’t want
work, says Wineroth
Hy ARDIE CLARK
A nonstudent is operating one
of Spartan Shops’ roving food
carts. However, Spartan Shops is
supposedly a non-profit corporation designed specifically to
serve San Jose State l’niversity
students.
When asked why SJSU students
were not hired. Spartan Shops
manager Harry Wineroth said,
"We tried to get some, but none
were available. It is near the end
of the semester and apparently
students would rather study than
work."
Wineroth said all students who
had applied for work with
Spartan Shops this year, whether
in the bookstore or food services,
had been called.
However. Spartan Shops does
not use the student employment
office, according to Patty Kimble,
athiser of student employment.
"We do refer students over there
when they are looking for work."
she said. However, they don’t
send us a listing of jobs or
openings."
"No
one wants to work."
Wineroth concluded. "A few
worked for a couple of hours, but
then dropped it. This one fellow
from off campus is the only
person not to quit. As it is, only
one of our two carts is being
used."
The person manning this cart
for the past two weeks is Lew
Harwood. 409 E. Hamilton.
Campbell. He said he got the job

through Contemporaries, an
agency specializing in temporary
employment.
"Personally. I am against the
hiring of non -students for this
type of thing," Harwood said.
"But this situation is different. I
was hired with the understanding
that this is a three-week experiment by Spartan Shops."
Harwood. once an SJSU Theater
Arts major. said Friday he will be
working for approximately one
more week.
The purpose of operating the
carts this spring, according to
Wineroth, was to work out

problems prior to fall semester.
"During the fall, we should have
a minimum of two or three
students per wagon," he said.
"There will be no problem finding students to work then."
He indicated this would work
out to a minimum of three hours
per day for each during a six -hour
day. "This way. working time can
be tailored to the students’
hours." Wineroth said.
The food carts will not be run
this summer, he said. If they are
used at all, it will be only on
special occasions.

Beardsley. who is to graduate in
January, is not the only member
of his family to attend SJSU. His
sister. Susan. is a freshman
marketing major. now living with
him.
28.
Mike,
brother.
His
graduated frown SJSU in 1971
with a degree in accounting.
Beardsley is president of SJSU’s
chapter of the American
Marketing Association this
semester. He also enjoys scuba
diving and tennis.
Describing some of the oddities
of being in a family of 12 girls and

"Chnstmas is our best and cat
exciting time of the year. You
can’t see the tree for all the
presents," commented Beardsley.
He explained they pick names for
Christmas giving, but they still
end up with dose to 10 people to
buy for.
"It’s been a beautiful lifetime,"
he concluded.

By CLARK BROOK!)
Some people are single because
they can’t afford to get married.
Others are married because they
ain’t afford to get divorced.
Berkeley attorney Charles E.
Sherman has taken steps to
reduce the cost and alleviate the
pain of noel -contested divorces.
First Sherman wrote a book
entitled. "How to do Your Own
Divorce in California." The
popular publication simplifies
the legalities and prosides step by
step instructions for filling out the
forms. It seels for 54.95.
When it became apparent some
of his readers needed further
assistance, Sherman organized

Constitutional historian
to speak at graduation
The speaker for this year’s June
1 commencement address has
been named. He is Alexander M.
Bickel. a noted authority in U.S.
legal and constitutional history.
Pres. John H. Bunzel announced
Bickel’s upcoming address.
saying. "Mr. Bickel is a
distinguished
lawyer
and
educator who has provided
brilliant insights into American
legal and political thought."
Bickel, 48, is a Yale University
law professor.
Some 6.000 university students
are eligible to participate in the
commencement, which will begin
at 5 p.m. in Spartan Stadium.
Bickel was born in Rumania.
and received his LL.B. from
Harvard Unisersity in 1949 and
was admitted to practice in
Massachusetts the following year.
Early in his career, he was a
member of the European Defense
Community observer delegation
in Paris from 1950-1952. as well
as a State Department law officer
in Frankfurt. Germany.
He later served as law clerk to
Supreme Court Justice Felix
Frankfurter after which he
became a special assistant to the
director of the policy planning
staff of the State Department.

Bickel became a research
associate in law in 1954 at
Harvard University. He then
joined the Yale Law School
faculty in 1956.
He became professor of law at
Yale in 1960 and was named
Chancellor Kent professor of law
and legal history in 1966, a
position he now holds.
Bickel has authored several
books which include: "Reform

cash prize of $100, contributed by
Rock. Bergthold and Wright.

and Continuity." "The Supreme
Court and the Idea of Progress"
and "The Least Dangerous
Branch: The Supreme Court at
the Bar of Politics." He has also
written articles for the New York
Times Magazine, Commentary
and many law journals.
This is the seccmd year an
annual commencement has been
held to honor June graduates as
well as students who completed
degree requirements last January
and summer.

"The Wave Project." a statewide
service which works in conjunction with his book.
San Jose has been added to the
list of Wave Project cities.
Headed by Jolene Jacobs, the
office is located at 235 E. Santa
Clara St.. room 604.
For $55, the service provides
information about the divorce
process, helps prepare the
paperwork and recommends
attorneys to those with unsolved
legal problems.
The client is responsible for
filing the forms at the county
clerk’s office. The cost is $36, the
standard county fee.
According to Miss Jacobs. the
niinimum fee for a lawyer’
handled divorce is $350 to $400.
thus th $55 fee represents a
,hstantial savings.
Saving money is not the only
advantage of The Wave Project,
51155 Jacobs said.
Attorneys tend to focus on the
win -lose facet of it." she said.
"All the arguing makes it more
painful. I’m here to make it a,
painless as possible."
The service also offers facilities
and leaders for group discussion
of the emotional effects of
divorce. The cost of six
discussions or a weekend group is
$25 to 830.
In ordre for a couple to benefit
from The Wave Project, Miss
Jacobs advises they must agree on
the following issues:
ci The marriage should be
dissolved.

o Who will get custody of the
children.
o Visitation arrangements.
o Amount sit child support.
o Amount of spousal support.
o Division ol property.
Although Miss Jacobs was
trained by Sherman. she does not
claim to be an attorney and offers
nil Scat advice.

IRS offers
scholarship
The Internal Revenue Service
IIRSI is offering a scholarship for
a Chicano or American Indian
freshman accounting major.
The scholarship pays for all
tuition expenses and other
benefits. The student will be
required to maintain a "B"
average throughout college, and
agree to work with the IRS for
two years.
Those qualified should contact
Kelly McGinnis of San Jose State
University’s Career Planning and
Placement.

Caps, gown
for lifers
Graduates purchasing life
memberships to the San Jose
Alumni
University
State
Associaticm can get ’free cap and
gown rental as well as a dozen
free graduation announcements
from the Alumni Association.
Additional information may be
obtained by calling 277.3235.

Schedule
of classes
delayed
(hi, schedule of classes. 1973-74
will hopefully be available by June
15, according to Jack Tuthill,
associate director of admissions
and records systems.
"We initially wanted to get the
schedules out prior to the last
week in May. However, we won’t
be able to get the proofs back
from the printers until the last
week in May," said Tuthill.
Tuthill attributes the delay to
the many different departments.
"We weren’t able to get all the
corrections back from them in
time." he said. "We just weren’t
fast enough to react to the
situation."

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT SILVA TEXACO

Winners named
in ad competition
Five San Jose State University
advertising majors were named
winners Friday in the first annual
advertising competition, coordinated by Aubrey Goo. Spartan
Daily advertising manager.
The awards were presented as a
part of Advertising Career Day.
Advertising innovations of 20
students were judged by advertising professionals. Winners
were named in four categories.
Winning
the
newspaper
category was Bob Fain. He won a
music camera contriouted by
KLOK radio of San Jose. Sue
English and Goo placed first in
the magazine category, winning a

n boss. Beardsley said there is
only one month of the year when
they base not birthdays. And he
said there are no conflicts in
names. It was quite a coincidence,
he remarked, that the china of
both families matched perfectly.

When you look at Vasque boots for climbing, hiking, and backpacking you see no fancy frills. Just honest workmanship.
Designed by men who’ve been there, Vasque is the boot professionals look for and wear. Because, out there, you need an honest
boot. Come try on a pair of Vasque boots at these quality
mountaineering and backpacking outfitters.

azia.
Fare in
sow
ae mow:2i* 40.4 beot

She wants me,
she wants my Vasque boots ...
She wants me,
she wants my Vasque boots...

WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS
PARKIN6

The radio category winner was
Cero Scialabba. He received a
three-day. all -expense paid trip to
Carmel’s Highlands Inn, contributed by Foster and Kleiser.

TUNE-UP

SILVA

TIRES
BATTERIES

Itanduisicaa

Winning the top television
category award were Fain and
Linda Wallace. They received a
SIO0 cash prize. donated by
SJSU’s Ad Ventures Club.

.7.7.71711_

SINCE 1936
T8 S 4th - close to CSUSJ library

Spartaguide
eclat
Media Series. "NewsReel," a San
ranriSco radical film group. will
show a film and talk about propaganda
and films. in Home EconorniCS ROOM
Foie at 9 30 am
Pollution Talk Elio Ponca of the IBM
Research Center will speak on air
pollution in 014 615 at ’I 15 pflr
ilm Series
Part ii of Kenneth
Clark s
C iy isa
.
-Heroin
Materialism "Will be shown in morns
Dailey Auditorium aftI 70 a m and at
7 XI and 1 30 P m
Concert roe university Chorus and
Glee Club Will present a mint concert
tonight at 9 IS In Concert Nall No
f,arde

Young Democrats will meet at 730
Ptti in the S U RacheCho Room A
petition tof recognition Will be Or
Water’
Wednesday
Wednesday Cinema Presents -BM
Jack’’ in Morris Dailey Auditorium a,
3 30 and I 30 pm Admission is 5,
Cents
Art Exhibit, A group show featurini,
Sculpture. paintings, watercolor, and
at.
lewelry will open in the 5 u
Gallery Iran, 10 30 am. Until
p n
Drama’ "Our Town" will be present.,
at B per in the University Theatre
Tickets are si for SJSU students and 52
to, the general public

WE GOT
BUSTED

Vivitar
FILTERS

Vivitar
FILTER

BUT WE STILL HAVE

TOTALLY NUDE
DANCERS
PLUS

15%
off VASCIU

THEY GET YOU THERE

EXPLICIT.HARDCORE
ADULT MOVIES

THE PINK POODLE
SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT
$2.00 OFF THE REGULAR ADMISSION
PHI N. I 1) with ASH. ( ard
328 S. BASCOM AVE. 292 3685

use our drymount press -it’s
19.-jeme
171 ’,I, thorl

416

Freeman’s Sport Center
840 Town 8 Country
San Jose

7,66W I,ar Carlos
San Jose

Any Mountain
20630 Valley Green
Cupertino

Freeman’s Sport Center
711 Town 8 Country
Sunnyvale

Beck’s Shoes
86 Almaden Avenue
San Jose

Stang for Sports
Third at Grand
San Rafael

Western Mountaineering
248 Auzerats Avenue
San Jose

Beck’s Shoes
3887 Union
San Jose

Mel Callous
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Versatile performer

Feliciano lights audience’s fire
By WARREN HEIN
A crowd-awakening firecracker
wait off Saturday night on stage
at De Anza College’s Flint
(’enter. Perhaps a better aurd for
Jose Feliciano and his performing
is "dynamite."
Front the moment the blind
Harlem -horn pop artist was led
on stage., the packed and
dapping crowd knew why they
were there. If any fool didn’t he
mon found out.

Jose Feliciano turns the audience on at Flint Center

Entertainment
Rhonda Hudson Singers
perform moving gospel
Morris Danes was probably
sitting up in his grave and
dapping his hands with the rest
of the audience Sunday night,
when the Rhonda Hudson Singers
filled his auditorium with gospel
sounds at San Jose State
University.
The enthusiastic singers, mostly
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority,
began the evening by coming
down the isles from the back of
the auditorium singing. "I Come
to Praise His Name." By the time
they got on the stage where leader
Rhonda Hudson (on piano) and
David Piper (on drums) were, the
listener was totally into the rich
harmony and simple tune.
In gospel, there’s no way the
audience can just sit back and
listen. It has to be felt by
everyone, and the singers made

sure of that. Mans in the
audience of 80 shouted out
"That’s right." to the lamenting
of Jesus. and clapped their hands
with the performers.
Such gospel tunes as "I Don’t
Know What You Come to Do."
"I’ve Decided to Make Jesus My
Choice," "Give Me a Clean
Heart." and even a rendition of
Carole King’s "You’ve Got a
Friend" were soulfully performed:
Many of the singers’ expressions
told the story of their obvious
belief in what they were singing
about. Many winced, with their
eyes dosed as they sang.
Soloists that were especially
good were Welma Barron (alto),
Kendra Owens (alto and tenor),
Carole Edwards (soprano), and
Beverly Frazier (soprano). The
back-up singers for the soloists

sang je.iij
liii! distinguishable
harmony.
The evening was truly a family
affair for the Mother’s Day
audience. Even Miss Hudson’s
mother got up after intermission
and sang a number. The leader
played piano to her mother’s
singing as tears came to her eyes.
The singers finished like they
started, in the aisles. They sang
"Reach Out and Touch,"
grasping audience members’
hands.
For a group that has been
together for a short time, The
Rhonda Hudson Singers could
even make an atheist stand up
and praise the Lord. Their next
performance will be in the May
24.26 Gospel Invitational at
Santa Clara University.
W.H.

The Feliciano show was not only
filled with his guitar and latin
influence on popular now hits,
hut the spunky performer did
impressions. jokes, and even a
little dancing.

les almost useless relating how
the man generates excitement on
stage. He started the show with
the Rolling Stones’ "Satisfaction."
Right then and there the
audience got what they came for.
His improvisations. dear picking.
and soulful voioe filled the hall few
the remainder of the hour long
performance.

He performed such well-known
"today" hits as "You Are the
Sunshine
of
My
Love,"
"Crocodile Rock," "Love Train,"
"Alright Now," and "I’ll Be
There." But he also surprsied
some by delving into classical
music with the beautiful Spanish
composition "Malagueno," which
he transcribed from piano.

Feliciano showed the crowd his
versatility by playing not only
acoustic guitar. but also electric Feliciano stunned the audience
and a 10-string instrument from in the song by chord fretting and
Puerto Rico called the "cuatro." hammering out a long run of
twhich means "four" in Spanish). notes. The notes dounded clear
and precise, as if he were picking
"I don’t know why they call it a them normally. The crowd went
s-uatro." he quipped, "because it wild again.
has ten strings." With the cuatro.
Feliciano played the Greek tune.
A comical highlight of the
"Zorba the Greek."
"I want to dedicate this song to evening was when Jose ran off a
string of impressions. He did
oh, Jackie
Jackie Onassis
mama." The crowd cracked up. Marlon Brando (in the God’

Students to speak
in drama contest
Six students have been chosen as finalists in the Dr. Dorothy Kaucher
oral interpretation contest in the Drama Department,
James Asea, Samuelle Eskind. Julie Faultus, Hank Kaiser. Roger
Thompson. and Robert Ton will be competing for the semi-annual $5)).
award at 3 p.m. today in the Studio Theater.
This is the 53rd award given in honor of Dr. Kaucher, Prof. Emeritus
in the department and a national figure in oral interpretation.
Coordinated by Prof. Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, the program will be
hosted by last fall’s winner, Carol Zafren. The presentation will also
include a salute to Noel Coward, prepared by William Lonon Smith.
The three judges are all former San Jose State University students and
indude Richard Parks, SJSU voice and diction instructor, Carol
Brandt, performing actress, and Kurtwood Smith, acting teacher at
Canada College.

father,. Bob Dylan hanging
Blowin’ in the Wind") and the
great Louis Armstrong.
He said of Dylan. "I got to doing
Bob Dylan when I was home one
day listening to my pornograph."
He not only did Louis Armstrong’s "aha daba duba, oh
yeah." but his trumpet too. The
crowd loved it.
After "California Dreamer."
Feliciano said his "thank you’s."
and tried to get off stage, led by
his manager. He got off alright,
hut there was no way the wildly
happy and turned -on audience
was going to let him stay there. The entire house stood clapping
and yelling for his return.
He came back for an encore.
playing "Once in a Lifetime." a
song he said he wrote a "long
time ago." When that was
finished, he paused. The crowd
sprang on that chance, mans
shouting, "Light my fire. Light
my fire." He obliged.

"Now I’m going to play a
medley of my hit." he joked. The
crowd knew that his latin style
version of the Doors’ hit WILS
coming. The place was lit up with
his jazzy runs and vocal soul by
the hit that helped make him
famous.

A frolicking Feliciano plays the cuatro.
It seemed unnatural that the
blind-since-birth but always jolly
and kidding performer should
have to be led on stage, but once
he’s on the performing stool, he’s
the leader. He seemed so natural
up there.
Only when the audience saw
him led off stage could they
realize that he couldn’t see the
spotlights shining on him. But
Jose Feliciano made it perfectly
dear that he has enough of his
own light to share with everybody.

FUTURE CPA’S

Before Feliciano came on stage, a
fairly new performer, Chris
Learn Now About the
Williamson, sang her acoustic
next CPA Exam.
sounds. She was a pleasant
Becker CPA Review Cow’s*
surprise; her voice sounded like a
cross between the beauty of Judy
SAN FRANCISCO 415 781439$
Collins and the raw energy of
SAN (USE
408 751-8446
Janis Joplin.
Her best number was Elton OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT
"Indian
Sunset,"
John’s
dedicated to the Indians of
COURSES BEGIN JUNE Int. DEC. 1st.
Wounded Knee.

115 OF USA

’Our Town’ cast acts Wilder’s
script with humor and affection
All the subtlety and sensitivity of
the town called Grover’s Corners
was captured in the Friday
evening production of "Our
Town" in the University Theater
at San Jose State University.
The difficult Thorton Wilder
script was handled with humor
and an obvious affection by the
cast, except for a slightly slow
beginning and a few mumbled
lines lost to the audience.
The naked stage was alive with
the beautiful although very or’

New York
Camerata
in concert
The New York Camerata will he
presented in concert Thursday at
8:00 p.m. in the Morris Dailey by
Students.
Associated
the
dmission is $1.00 for students and
$2.00 for the general public and
may be obtained at the AS.
Business Office or at the door.
The Camerata consists of Paula
Hatcher on flute, Charles Forbes
on cello and electric bass and
Glenn Jackson on piano, harpsichord and table. They have
been performing together since
1963.
The musicians have attended
’eh schools as Peabody. Harird, Manhattan School of Music
id Oberlin and have performed
: Carnegie Hall and the Library
f Congress.

dinary New Hampshire town of
2.642, with atmosphere created
by well-timed sound effects,
appropriate lighting and the
effective verbal description by
Steve Hagberg as the Stage
Manager.
Directed by Dr. Harold Crain,
the production was organized at
the last minute to replace the
previously scheduled drama "Hill
of the Bells."
A few casting problems were
evident because of the time
factor. The most noticeable was
the inclusion of five faculty
members with Richard Parks in a

James Earle. Jr. The slap of the
basketball, the thud of a thrown
newspaper and the. constant
tinkling of mile bottles almost
tonsinced the audience.
Lighting. designed by Normal
Russell. was very effective in the
stained glass windows, and the
costume coordination by Richard
Levering and Barbara Rose
established visually the town of
the 1900’s.
"Our Town" will be presented
again at 8 p.m. this Thursday.
Friday and Saturday evenings, in
the University Theater. Tickets
are SI students and $2 general.

"Pass the butter, please!"

nee

Armed with just a pack on .\ )ur
back and a TWA Youth Passport in
your hand, you can see a lot more of
the U.S. for a lot less with TWA.
Here are some ways we help.

Overnite Pass.*
TWA’s terrific new
money saver. It gets
you guaranteed student
dormitory accommodations (at the least) without advance reservations
in 40 cities in the U.S.A.,
Canada and Mexico for
only $5.25 a night!

Marcel Marceau, billed as the
"world’s greatest living pan
tomime artist," will perform at
the Flint Center of De Anza
College 8:30 Wednesday night
The Frenchman says "Pantomime offers the language of the
heart." He creates objects out of
space, and with a little
imagination, they seem real.
Seats may be obtained at Flint
Caster Box Office, 257-9555.

Nature photographs will be
studied at Sequoia Nat onal Park
this summer in a oneunit field
study course offered by San Jove
State University.
The workshop, scheduled for
June 18-22, will involve both the
aesthetic,
and
techniques
required to shoot animal,
natural
and
geological formations
scenery.
TUill011 fee is $28.15. Student,
must provide their own trail
%portents’. lodging and food.
Further information is available
in the university Summer Session
Office at 277-2182.

final scene, losing some of her
sweetness. Elizabeth Day and
Phyliss Moberly handled their
roles well also usually avoiding
too much shallow stereotyping.
Some of the mast colorful acting
was not among the main players.
however. Loud Mrs. Soames
(Diane George), sullen Simon
Stimson (Earl Davies) and the
esoteric
Prof.
Willard
(Christopher Scott (added a depth
to the town.
Technical aspects all con’
tributed to the mood of the
production, especially the sound
effects under technical director

With TWA
it ays to be young.

Marceau
at Flint

Snap nature

major role.
Although the acting was excellent, the roles would have
served a more educational
purpose if handled by students, a
situation precluded by lack of
time.
The acting on the whole was well
done, especially in the second and
third acts. With an un
derstanding of the humaness of
William
characters.
their
Holladay as Dr. Gibbs, Mark
Freeman as George and Richard
Parks as Mr. Webb were enXvyable. Ricci Mann. portraying
Emily, really developed in the

Bonus Coupon Books.

BONUS
COUPON
BOOKS

Take your TWAYouth Passport
and boarding pass to any TWA Ticket
Office in Now York, Boston,
co UPON Philadelphia or Washington.
You’ll get a book of bonus
coupons good for 5(Y% off
things and absolutely free
things like a dinner at the
Spaghetti Emporium in
Boston, free admission to a
flea market in Philadelphia
and lots, lots more. Like
we said, with TWA it pays
to be young. For all the
details write: TWA IT
PAYS TO BE YOUNG*, Box 25, Grand
Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017.

’Service marks owned es, lustvely by TWA.

This summer, like last summer,
more people are going to be
passing Coppertone* Tanning
Butter than any other. Because
Coppertone is chock-full of cocoa
butter and coconut oil and other soft,
buttery things that help you get a deep,
rich, tropical-looking tan. So when you
ask for tanning butter, make sure they pass
you the tanning butter Copperlone.
A product of Plough, inc

Onic.a, Sun Care Products of Fiooda s Walt Disney World in
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AFROTC commander leaves SJSU,
changes places with Alabama Colonel
By JON MEADE
A rather unique emit insolving
military musical chain will Ike
plaor at the end of this semater
in San Jose State Unisasity’s Air
Force ROTC Department.
Lt. Col. Albert L. Tarsin.
professor of aerospace studies
and SIM’ AFROTC commander.
will be leasing his post here June
- to assume a new duty assignment at the Air War College in
Alabama
Ianin a replacement
I Ar,Ln s replacement. Col.
Mark I). Gale. will be leasing his
resew assignment at Alabama’s
War College in late August to
assume his new post and chair as
SIM s AFROTC commander.
Tarsin. 44. who is often
t elated to in military jargon as a
-mustanger" ,an enlisted man
ho worked his way through the
ranks to officer, enlisted in the
1945 after
Air Force in
graduating from high school in
Georgia.
In a penod of sin years. Col.
Tarsin made the rank of Master
Sergeant. Shortly after he went to
Officers Candidate School where
he was commissioned a Second
Lieutenant, graduating as a
distinguished candidate.
Col. Tarsin attended the
unisersities of Maryland. Hawaii
and Utah State to attain his B.S.
in business and social studies in
1965.
In 1%6 Tarsin went to Germany

ANNOUNCEMENTS
SJS ’SPRING CLEANING" Fora Market
Ma, 1 tin 10 00.2 00 on lilt St SpunCored by Co-tic. Sign up for SPACE
10 u0-2 00 in front of Student Union or
car, 996-2613
SHAKLU
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
cements ’instant Protein
.
.I is E Caicium etc
rocime ’. inners lElast H I. err,
-v-v i , A is Potanired Shampoo et,
s
PnO110es 297.3866
OVE

.

YOUR BOSS

yOur Own boss
..0teS
PiSkS
-inaSure
eS ar, mimeo,
.
"as different goats &
..rOBC,PS Tne fact that Our
.
...4,. are ,nr lineal .3
’ .,

.

as part of a l.nisersoy of
Southern California program. He
left there with his Masters in
education in 1968.
During his stay in Germany
Tanin was promoted to the rank
of Major. His achievement was
classified as a "below- theprimary -zone promotion
promotion sooner than the
assragel.
Col. Tarsin, a communicationsdectronia officer and father of
four, has seen duty in Canada.
Japan. England, Germany an
urkey, as well as cities
throughout the United States
prior to his ROTC -teaching
assignment at SJSU in 1970.
The 25 -year. soft spoken
seteran. who was also promoted
"helow-the-zone as Lieutenant
Colonel recently. believes the soothed "service-brat" tchild whose
father IS in the military) benefits
from such a life of world-aide
travel when growing up.
-I don’t think travel hinders the
child’s development." said the
colonel.
"If anything. travel broadens a
youngsters development. It given
the kids’ real life adsentures first
hand rather than just reading
about them."
Although not a flying officer.
Col. Tarsin’s most vivid memory
concerned flying in Turkey, where
he was supervisor for the installation of Air Fenix satellite
communications systems.
While waiting to take off in a C.

MONDAY CINEMA "THE TRIAL D r hellos Are, 21 3 30 8 r 30
P, ’’0 A,. ’or or- 5C renrS

’AUTOMOTIVE
FOR SALE, -io

- , Erica.

1100

Si PONT. LE MANS 326. Hurst -soirea
Sea Orates alter Dump aUming gear
innJ 2’7-8822 or 298-5860

SITE-260 51 VW Camper 620S 9th 27
tfave note EX 289 Bldg 0

New

OA TSUN Good snap, Reliabie 56121
Lail Flits 275-9016
i 9869* me,-

01 the
propellers spun off and dug its
edge into the side of the plane.
"causing aka of fright but no
injuries...
Raiding with his wife. Quimby,
and four children in San Jose,
Col. Tarsus looks at his time at
SJSU as a position "totally
different than my regular job in
the Air Force but very rewarding.
To be able to work so closely with
the real leaders in education such
as Pres. Bunzel. Dean R. J. Moore
and numerous others." said
Tarsin. "has been a real
education in itself.
119

VW SEDAN, Rebuilt 1700 engine. Brand

one

"A group of students were
running through the halls
iMacQuarrie Hall Building)
yelling, ripping off papers and
causing
total
disruption:’
recalled Tarsin.
"One lad, about 6’2" was about
to mash in one of the glass cases
when Dean Moore stopped him
with mere general persuasion,
right in the midst of all the action.
"It took a hell of a lot of
courage. admitted Tarvin.
"Dean Moore is not a big man, in
terms of size. but he handled the
situation with a lot of cool."

,. "rise
SAVE TINS AD’ Bator-a- yo
- . stereo equip retaIl Cnett Mr, WI fOr
1, iun1 Prices to SJS students ion an
, t,. oeeosi As guarantee tne lowest
Wire, in Intl Bay Area On 11...C11 WM/ as
Talc Dual
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for weekiy sOiCials tOO 292etc Cai
0393 or 252-2028
A MILLION USED BOOKS paperbacks
nr,ca am:, magazines Neat old
nookstore Ingest ,n Santa Cara velure
’,Ice +928 Woodrun & sosr. Twice
005,1 00010
San Fernendo Man

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER
40s PER POUND
ANY AMOUNT. Ph 293-2954
FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
Fencn S Ruse, ecoras and
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raw.,
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211-8767
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’71 HONDA CS 350 Excellent condition
$520 Call 226-7801 or 62E4529 after 3
PM
VW TUNE-UP $5
ADJUST VALVES
CHECK POINTS, PLUGS
SET TIMING
255-2863 alter It PM

2 DOOR WAGON
XLNT. COND. ENGINE LIKE NEW,
TAPE SET-UP $700. CALL VARRIAN
259-9392
87 OPEL.

117 TR-4A New engine new paint. new
i.uIhF AK, +,NG BUFFS WOOD
PALLETS
.esy
i0 ESPANA
.05 N.. Maki.,
r/ 41,
FREE atONEYI Free housing free
eoucatio. tree ciotning tree furniture
tree trave. How to get it Free details
write box 77346 Atlanta Us 30309

KIM & THING is anxious to snow you the
th,ngs !nal THING ran tor you THINGS
everything yau need from
biCyLle bags Inc garotte paper. THING
JP1in s every WOO day between 12 noon to
PM and located at corner of S sin &
A.Illarn St

HUMANITY lint dying of thirst. but of

lack of love How do we relearn to Irmo?
How go An find ourselves and Wig our
Potential in this denurnanizing world?
In, SEARCH FOR SELF 12 cont..,
Powy films 10 be ’Mown lour MOnCMY
evenings in May Will explore various
answers to !sage questione encounter
movement communal living, sensory
awareness parapsychology, biofeedMeditation.
perception.
back
benavionsm Each evening will conclude
wan small group disculeions Mondays,
i 30 Student Union. Senile liCke1 $9
Students. Ile real. Single $250 Student
$350 reg.) FOr lieltata or further information call the Humanist Community
of San Joie 294-5017

STARHILL ACADEMY offering rotenone,
Oaf 1.1Style weekend Planning Building mobil community in redwoods
Twenty participants For into write
NOW 492 Starbill Rod Woodside. Cal
SPROUT SANDWICHES Jinseni tea not
NATuRAL FOODSTORE 128E
v,intor SI

"SILLY JACK" with Tom
Laughlin & Delores Taylor, May 19, 3:30 9

WED CINEMA

7 30 PM MD Audftertura SOS

FRU
BIKE RALLY, May II 1 PM attic lifts?
n an iot First anze-1 Piano 10 *Pd
n rcie Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega
AcoWeek
MAKE IT ’TO THE ABSENTEE BALLOT
RALLEY THis wEDNESDAT Al 12
NOON IN THE STUDENT UNION
COuRT YARD THERE WILL BE A LIVE
BAND REEF coon AND LOT OP
PEOPLE WHO itoORIN FOR JIM SELF.
CANDIDATE FOR SAN JOIE CITY
COUNCIL WHO WANT YOU TO SIGN
UP FOR AN BSENTEE BALLOT SO
YOU TOO WILL HA CE SOME SAY IN
THE POLITICS OF THIS TOWN YOU LL
GET THE BALLOT AND RE ABLE TO
VOTE BEFORE YOU LEAVE FOR THE
SUMMER NE E Di ESS TO SAY WERE
HOPING THAI YOU WILL SION UP
AND VOTE FOR JIM SELF

quartets and interior Perfection plus,
Come and see 243-0135
’96 VW FASTBACK nr..41, rebuilt engine,
nre nrakek. ulutrh. AM.1-1.1 radio I k rood
s’uti I/4,5914461am 621, lion 115-02101
Axk tor low

SKIS

& BOOTS -

SPEAKERS-OUADRAPLEX I. 3 way
system, good sound & condition $90
each, 295-2615

STUDS -BITCHES All are expertenced
Puppies For $5 you get mans best friend
and a boa of puppy chow 1592 Willow
Brae, S J
2 114 -Eli CAMERA MANISA C 33
LENS’ 55 105 250 mm w/LUNASIX LITE
METER Plus many extras Call Ken aft 7
PM 275-9454

ATTENTION INVESTORS

THIS ONE’S A-11100101 59 Ford Gallons
Runs OCCasionally good for pans $75 or
test offer Cell Mary 225-1360

STRAIGHT front JAPAN, SONY Port

14 FORD custom B, great transportation.

Color T V KV 9000 $250 Cog Albin 9989963 Before 8 30 AM or after 6 PM

’Si FIAT SOB Runs good 5125 Call 294-

11000 MeCharlIC411 COnOltiOn 5300 Call
2.8-6912

JAGUAR. 35 Sedan 1985

Reconditioned Excellent guarantee $2,150
Feldman 277-2396 NYS
’72 SUZUKI 500E xcellent con0tIon Getting married and must sell $lICO or best
offer Cali 379-1281

BOXY 1111 CHU. IMPALA fact sir. PS PB
nem makes, lo miles, ex cond. See tole"
prod 11399. Call 227-2739

/1 PINTO 2009 is due, cares. magi.
Od Cons many extra, 51,500 Call 7367847 or 739-1413

113 SPRITE 1200 cc Eng recently rebuilt
5400 Rich 356-3624

FOR SALE
WE 14ANDEILHLO Me best stereo
loudspeaker systems lor the money
? K LOUDSPEAKERS from S25 354%389

PRICED TO SILL
Sote-converta lobed & rattan bookshelf,
Cali 578-1411 after 5 Orn

DOWN BAGS, 21 lb goose. excellent
Gond $46 Ampex closet recorder. 20
taPea SOS Cell

watts with speakers and
296-3339 Anil or Mary

SLACKLITE POSTERS Sr 50 PATCHES
tsc SLIP INCENSE 25-290 PIPES SI 00
.JI- RADIOS 139$ 6 UP LEATHER
1,1005 BINOCULARS 522310 a UP
btAL,KOTE COMPLETE 18 11196 4
511 95 STROBE LIGHTS 51795 GAS
Low BULB $395 INDIA PRINTS FISH
NE t TING $1914UP T-SHIRTS 112 00
EACH BROOKS 60 E San Fernando
hie nom 5150 Phone 292-0409

.---.-.
IF YOU URI BOOKS. you II lone
RECYCLE 0 different used bOONNore
Recent pliperbaCke s price Best Sc-Fl
selection in Bay Ares Records too We
neve toe books you wont It need beet
prices in town yes we buy& trade books
a records RECYCLE 23$5o 15151 296
6275

Cadets get better grades
"For the record. AFROTC
aides have better GPA’s than the
average student and are better
socially developed and determined as to what they want out of
life." Thrill summed up the
AFROTC program by saying. "If
they fall on their ass here it’s
better than doing it while flying a
million -dollar airplane’
SJSU and Col. Tarvin’s
AFROTC program has doubled
in the last seseral years while the
national ROTC level has
declined. The program now
boasts it ranks number one across

RIFLERY
Purcnesing
Osnwasner
Camp June
4291

.
INSTRUCTOR
Agent
Stablenaoo
&
needed tor High Sierra
15-Aug 22 Ph 14151967-

HELP WANTED
DEMONSTRATORS
RUSSERMAID PARTY PLAN
NO INVESTMENT
NO COLLECTING
NO DELIVERIES
FOR CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW CALL
WANDA
HAMMOND. DISTRICT MANAGER 4011356.9227
NEED GIRL for light clerical &
nousecleening Also hendymen for
yardwork a pointing Flexible hours
51 ft& hr Call 247-3330 or 247-8477

MASSIUSIS-Earn TOP US euen while
training Day or night shift or part-time
V.I.P. HEALTH SALON, Fremont 794AO*
IlL411COS, wagers-ewer preferred.
Must speak Chinese Waikiki Waage Rioteurant 154115 Los Gatos Bind. Los
Gatos 356-9164
PRETTY GIRLS wanted to dance yuruu
at a club with clews NO TOPLESS Start
ad ouirir Must be ovet 21 years
Auditions daily 292-5880 San Jose THE
riir-HUGOER 580 MERIDIAN AVE

VOLUNTEERS FOR SUMMlw SCHOOL

CREDIT in areas of An. Music, Drama.
Science for six week Day Camp See or
call Joon, Martino, Activities Office eel
72972

0111
PIMPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

Fug-time summer lobs swig showing
spatially items to single working gals
Mansgement Opportunities
Must hove own transportation
For interview Call Collect
14151 MUSS 9-1 PM
FRIDAY FLICKS "PLAY MISTY FOR ME"
STARRING CLINT EASTWOOD MAY 111,
79 10 PM MORRIS DAILY AUO. ADM.
504
SINGLE WOMEN 121-351. needed es
counselors for line High Sierra private
girls camp to teach Waterskiing, Arts
Crafts.
English-Weetsm EaultMiOn.
Gymnastics a ryonereetersaara &I-

MP Pref. 6/19 - 8/22 Ph 1415111117-4297
-

2.3. 8.4 BORM MOUSE for rent across
street campus Fart Summer rate
354 4363

seiectric-ThOthe
TYPING -IBM
repons winery typing letters etc
Reasonable rates 263-6895

Lt, Col, Albert L. Tarvin

the nation in enrollment and
commissioning of officers.
Lt. Cal. Billy!. Winfield
Between the time of Tarsus’s
departure in June and Col. Gale’s
arrival in August. however. Lt.
Col. Billy J. Wingfield. AFROTC
instructor, will occupy the chair
that Col. Tarsin has occupied the
past three years.
The military musical chairs in
the SJSU AFROTC Department
will become stalemate once again
when the new commander takes
the seat of Lt. Col. Albert Tarsin.

$110 FURNISHED STUDIO

All utilities inducted Clean IL parking
Men only 620 So 3,0 St.

11109 FURNISHED STUDIO

NEED IMMEDIATELY

?

-

individuals for insurance Sales with
management potential, part time ,hool year, full fmme - summer.
salary & commission For interview
call Jerry Hill at 267 7700 or 116 6883

ROOM-KIT. Co-ed Reserve now for
summer Summer rates June thru
August lay Hall 279 E San Fernando
Ltieran. quiet. close 294-8472, 293-9814,
253-1152
ROOMS, MEN. Cheerlul airy. wall to wall
carpet Good beds Outside entrance
ouiet 406 So 11th St
FURNISHED APTS.
1.10 A sen Saiyador St !across from
,,,an Mall. Summer a Fe aDfaliCetiOr 3
Doing taken Ca. 294.6028 or 294, O ASk 0,19 o, Mr Lee
LOW SUMMER RATES-INCREASED
SECURITY
t

JUICE EXTRACTERII For sale-excei
coed 2 112 mo old. littleused. $85 Come
see AM-FM stereo multiplex 4 channel
stereo. 8 track deck, speaker &
earphones all tor 580.6 mo old. Call Mr
rreernan 294-29009 am-6 pm

This older 4 unit property within 2 blocks
of the campus will show MOP, 10% Coe
Rate at asking of $35,250 For full Info
call Mr Stanford Almaden Properties
288-1001

50,39

’Lenin, who was selected by an
Air Force board in Washington to
attend the War College. believes
the ROTC program offers many
personal rewards to the student.
"The program teaches the
cadets responsibility, integrity
and a sense of personal and
patriotic pride." said Tanin.

n.

L.:As

LARGE 3 beim .2 Se. apt 5215/mo Fall.
5185/sumMer See at 399$, 12th St or
call 296-1607

HOUSES. WOMENfor summer-&-next
scnool term Fireplace, garbage disposet
ref & freezer, volley ball 8 tennis court
Will accOmOdate groups of 4.8. & 7 Cali
at 4()6 So 11th St

2 II-ORM. Apt $135/month or Studio

590 -month, 601 S. 51h St. See mgr *5 or
call 295-0890 or 258-05t7

ONE MORN. UNITS

3115 Well furnished 480 S 816
5115 Freshly painted 600 S 9th
WHAT IT 151
Deluxe F urn. Apts
2 Winn. 2 bath
motkimmer
148 E. Wilhom St 998-2494
renting for summer. S110 See at 508 S.
I in bi Call 294-7386 winter rates 5150

vac).

TOWNHOUSE WEST 2 !Arm tam 3 lull
montns 5130 Built-in washing machine
1,9-1021

2 RENAL ROOMMATES needed. Mos
Specious Sousa Close to campus.
Available June 10. Coll 294-2909.

TIVE. LARGE. CORNER room
,n quiet horns Ideal for study Parking,
kitcnen env near campus Serious
minute men $75/mo 285-9154
DELUXE FURN, ap) for rent 5130 mo 4
trom CarnpirS (Juliet See manager
...it 51 165 E Reed St SJ

SAN
1400 HOUU-Orest atmosphere linen & me10 aireicl color
y Kitchen pro tile showers parking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
599 to S09 ma 295-9504 or 2934345
LA DONNA APTS,
nedroom opts turn 1130 unfurn $120
iv *new carpets Quiet atmosphere near
the campus 385 5 4th St Call Ben 2598383 or John 356-5706

UNIVERSITY CLUS-Co-al Beautiful
house brooms grand piano color I V
ia,,,etion room Elf Pt lb inaid & thins
parking courtyard includes Continental
tirsalast From $79-mo 202 sp I till
19.3-1374
THREE 1111101100M 1401Alltit Across
street irOrn campus lurnith or unfurn
Faculty preferred Call 354-4363
- 5909
Large studio. sairt study room
Healed pools turn ky carpets
5 mm n from CarrieUll
sectudwl
297-1200

PO* MINT: 2 bedroom furnisher!
apartment, 8150 533 South 10th Straw.
Call 2760215
NO AND UP, nice comfort/1bn. gum
rooms downtown, kit priv 293-3910 154
N Stri St

LARGE NOON, party turn for S. POO
summer. 1320 reg. HOUSE for 4, bar.
Stan Sum UNIT tor 21170 sum, MOO reg.
B. 11th & UP CStlos 349-302301 739E479.

Air pollution
talk today

BDRM, furnished apt near campus
Want year round tenants Reasonable
rates Call 152 2243

Convenient to campua
600 South 91h St

LARGE turn. 2 bdrm. opts Summer ratite

$160. $180.51 65 4 person max 643S 8th
or Call Agent 275-6333

FROM $55/mo. New rooms *cross the
campus. Kit, pro, uhl pd Men at 99S. 91h,
Women 278 S. 10th Si Many extras that
must be seen SUMMER RATES BEGIN
JUNElst from $40 Open daily for inspec
lion Call 295-8514. 295-8526 or 28795E15.
FREE RENT. One months Free Rent to
students with 6 months rental agreement
Minutes from campus adult and family
sections small pets recreation facilities
2 bdrrn 2 Nen from 5175 Unturnished
from 5195 furnished 3 bd.ffi MKS olio
available Willow Glen Weft Coll 2681474

CHEAP - 2 bedroom furnished apt
5130 year round rate available June.
Water & garbage pd 550 returnable
dep Pets OK Quiet ’ . blk from
library 48 S 410 257 7387
SUMMER RATES
1 bdrrn house SITS
bdrm house 5150
6 bedrrn apts from 560
Call now for bargains
257 4900

remelt, Preferred -2 blocks from campus $55., upstairs, if you tom in you get
wholesale groceries to boot Call soon for
a cool summer. 295-7438.
SHARP ROOMY FURN. 1 br duplex 1.2
Dlk to campus Lrg kit &bath& form Sr
beck yd wipatio 5150.rno eves 2877322 or 293-2897 eves
LOW SUMMER RATES 598 Clean, furn
comfortable. 1 bdrm apt Now taking

ROOMS FOR RENT IN
downstairs section of Alined.. area
Souse Or Capital Eton / Pre, Whale
$75/mo util C811265-0188 or 264-1752

SUMMER

AVAILABLE NOWI

Private room vekit sap entrance, large,
light, wry 204-6472.293-9814, 253-1152
279 E San Fernando (next door to
Peanuts

Studio, unf urn. near campus utilities
04 440 S 0th St S80 Ph 225 9367

SERVICES
CLASSES IN POTTERY, macrame,
stained glass Reasonsble rotes. Blossom
Hill Crafts 356-8784 or 356-9035.

LEGAL SECRETARIES do last, accurate
typing on IBM seismic Call Nancy or
Mary 287-3160 or idler 0 PM 238-1540.
PASSPORTS-I D. PHOTOS
4 tor 53 50 One clay service 8 a in -3p re
Salt 8 am to onion TiNKERBELL
STUDIO 1040 The Aierneds SJ Call 28E5882
TYPING-Reasonable experienced and
lakt IBM Selectric Can Helen 263-2739

WEOOING PHOTOGRAPH that makes
inn occasion look as special as it feels
Vibit our gallery and make the comparison -a different kind oFpnotography
tor people who care Petersen & Bishop
Pnotography, Los Gatos 438 North
Santa Cruz 354-2513

DRUG-ID

IVY MALL

Anonymous Analysis
14151 985-1158

LARGE APTS., turn., Quiet Parking. Taking applications for summer & Fall 1
bdrrn $80. 2 tictrm
295-7894.

$120. 538S. tfth St 09

TWO FEMALES needed to share three
bdrm furnished house near campus.
545/mo. All utilities pang 298-0156.

FEMALE ROOMATES WANTED for
summer andror fall 7 IscIrm 2-stOry
house 4 rooms available June 1st
551 43/mo per room, Call 289-1744

ROOM WANTSO In large house with 4-5
students or So 12-15 before June 1st
Call Dave aft 9 al 289-1994
LARGE RM in pvt. horna for Ion 2 male
students near SJSU 297-8079,

PRIVATE ROOMS for mole students;
Duplex. 1/2 blk SJSU. summer ili Fail,
share by rm., kit. etc 297-8079
3 BORN. HOUSE 1 block SJSU Avail

STUDENT TYPING
Near Meridian 11 Curtner
Experienced 265-2134

BRIDAL FAIRS FLOWER SERVICE
Rd

apt idishwesher Nona. heated Mots
etc I Forepaws 2 months Meteor female Call 246-7061

NOW-STU-

SUMMER
010S-rm Wort

bath a kit priv
wigroup. Also. 2-3 bdrm apts nos
wrkitch too 292-7772

SUNNY LARGE 2 bdrm apt wrcerpeting.
turn .250 5155 summer rate 439$ 4th
St Cell 9969019
SUM LARGE

1

bdrm

apt,

w.cariteling Furnished S135rmo
Summer rates $115 439S 4th St Call
996-8619

2 SONS Duplex, pertly turn. 100/ma.
needs chaining, go see at 4988 10th SI
Behind Isundromet
HOUSE, Fare. 2 bdrm

$225.11

0111. pd
160 So 12th St 2264674 after 5 PM,

FOR RENT
IR Rand Studios
Quiet w w carpets I urn
Pool and Recree Room
Summer Rates
620 50 ath SI 5) 2514111

ISO.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Weddings 525
Passports 54
r.oninercial Ada PR Fashion B &
li.olor 175-0596

GIANT POSTERS made from any photo,
slide or print on 1 day $5 Great gift ides
Super Shot. 353 Meridian 293-5684
WRITING AND RESEARCH assistance
Typing editing (grad 8 under) Also
Everything for everybody 379-8018
SWIM LESSONS BY PROFESSIONAL
Nine years teaching ALL AGES how
to safely enioy the water Located
BLOSSOM HILL TENNIS CLUS.
Make convenient summer reservations
Phone Peter 0 Cirelli 365-4020

HANDYMAN - Fie sinks. walls,
toilets, cars, appliances. hauling No
charge if I can’t fix It Much cheaper
than plumbers etc Call anytime 287

Attend the reunion

European
cities seen
in seminar
111.111 Ldi

Ton mental problems

will be studied this summer in a
unique four-week travel -study
seminar ewer-seas.
The course, which will run from
June 28 to July 28. will include
visits to new towns of the London
area, the inspection of pollution
control and land use planning
efforts in West Germany. and the
exploration of contemporary
ensironmental problems in
ancient Greek cities and Greek
islands.
The course cost of $950) inclues
room and board, tuition and fees,
and transportation during the
program. Charter arrangements
II, and from Europe can be
arranged separately.
Heading the class will be Dr.
Spenser W. Havlick, associate
professor of environmental
studies at San Jose State
University and a consultant for
the
U.S.
Environmental
Protection Agency.
Application forms, detailed
ninny and other information are
asailable from Havlick by calling
27%2940.

w.f.., 1,0
HUSSIASCANDINAVIA
Lon0On departures Sm.11
international group camping torte. Ages
1630 Also EurOpe Africa India 3.11
wkS Write Whoit Eerie, Travel Ltd Boa
1497 K C Mo 64141
FLYING SOON? Will it Pays TO Be
OOung With TWA YOur TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72821
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at sorb war TWA Youth paasport &take
up to 24 montns to osy wan a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD Cali 225/262 tor intormation atter 5 00 2128-6600
ior reservations, your local travel agent

DONATE ON C n FGULAR BLOOD
plasma prod..
I receive up to
. )..dent 10 or Ifni. 11.1
540. montni, t
and receive a bonus witn your ost
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 35
Aimaden Ave San Jose CA 284-6535
MONDAY THRu FRiDAY 7 to 3 pm

TYPING
50 North 3,0 51 Apt *823
287-435s

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stamped envelope Contemporan,
Literature Preee 31, California Street
suite 4,2 San Francisca 94104

TYPING in my North side horns.
reasonable Sabra echo, guaranteed
283-2739
LEARN SPORT PARACHUTING
COMPLETE FIRST JUMP INSTRuC
TtONS
ALL EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
SPECIAL GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
STEVENS PARA-LOFT 5894358

TYPIST-PAST, Accurate Can editMaster’s etc Near SJSU Mrs Amnon
295-4104
TYPING-Wm Papers etc spwrienced
and fast Phone 269-867a
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master I Reports Diseenetions
Marianne remise% 1924 Harris
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose

TYPING, EDITING, FAST ACCURATE
IBM SELECTRIC FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER CALL 2444444 AFTER 30
MARY !MINER

RENT A TV OR SUMO, no contract
Free 01 Free serve, Call Exile" 2$?’
2519

SUMMER CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO EUROPE
Dale Destination Aldine Price
Ly.Ju 8 Oak. to Frankfurt DNA 5279
FUN July 4 Brussels to Oak. DC-10
Ls. Ju 1900k to Amsterdam ONA S279
Het. July 25 Frankfurt to Oak. DC-10
Lir. July 5 Oak. to London ONA $279
Het. Aug 8 Amsterdsmto Oak DC-10
Lo July 2200k. to Frankfurt DNA $279
Net Aug 22 Zurich to Oak, DC-10
rows many Other flights) One way flights
5159 For further flight into. contact
Richard 274-4613
10TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE FROM $289 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN
1918) 461-7905
1466 52nd St Sacramento CA 95819

SUMMER CHARTER TO AUSTRALIA
AVAILABLE FLIGHTS BETWEEN JuneSpot
round-trip fare $578
Contact Richard 274-4613
SUMMER CHARTER TO MEXICO

MAZATLANI round trip airfare: 8 nights.
9 days & hotel plus extras 5109. PUERTO
round tdrrisp. $a0229
16ree:,9nbli
13
dgh.tet..1).
available - - contact Richard 274-4813
EUROPE - ISRAEL - AFRICA
olden, ’lights Stuoent camping tours
inrougnout Europe Russia and Mexico
oit.cial SOFA agent for Inter-European
...,,,nent chatter Porta including Middle
Ens) /Ina Far East CONTACT ISCA
’be/ San Vicente Boa ad L A Cato
? 4049 TEL .213i 626-5669 826-0955

CHARTER

FLIGHTS. Complet
domestic / informational programs
Contact John Student Services West
inc 235 E Santa Clara 4710 287-8301

LOST 8, FOUND
IMPORTANT
Dog found, German Shepard mix, adultmale, brown and black wfred collar.
vicinity of Ilth and Margaret Cali Paula
275-9343

PERSONALS

- - - - -BE A FRIEND to handicapped man Live

- - --

AIR-CONO. Summer rates. 2 8 3 bdrm
$135 to S1150 Large. Modern.895S 1116,
Gall 275-1974

SPEED READING
uL/UBLE or TRIPLE your reading rate.
Uevelop critical reading skills. 5 wk.
course Begins May 14 Mon Eves. in
Pa10 Alto Taught courses at Stanford.
U.C.L.A.. New York Life, Westinghouse,
PT a T, Only
Call Now. Michael S.
Katz 14151327-7587

Try our DRY CLEANING for sweaters.
starts. pante 964 a up Campus
Launderette Corner S 3rd 9 San
Salvador

Summer & Fall Upper din women 29713079

NEED 1 or 2 people to share my luxury

NATURE HAS A GIFT FOR YOU
Natures taking pert in making our line or
Wedding Invrtations and Accessories the
most creative and personalized ever
uoiorfui flowery proclamations Rich
originai nature-pnotography inotations
b.en the creamy classic traditionais
!OWN .5 COUNTRY DUPLICATING ne
a huge Selection Of truly original acres501165 ano announcements to choose
trorn-with a very special piti otter to env
..sUSJ student yr.th ms ad
TOWN & COUNTRY DUPLICATING
10321 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd.
Cupenino, Calf. 95014
Phone 253.1131

TELETYPES MODEL 33’s
BUY. SELL & SERVICE
REASONASLE 3465390

CREATE YOUR OWN LANGUAGE
Brignt coiors, beautiful smells flowers
Weak a language all their own. At very
special times, like your wedding day,
you want them to express a thousand
things
BRIDAL FAIRE PLOWER
SERVICE features truly creative combinations of floral designs hundreds of
distinct, quality arrangements at fantastic student prices We invite you to
compare bridal bouquets start at only
S850 Student special $5 discount with
wedding order accompanied by this ad
10311 S
Saratoga-Sunnyvele
Cupertino, 257-7202.

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH guaiitie wedding pnotagrapny icir
LLANEST Bay Area rates 4138 includes
(Told S wnite album 60 cOior prints of
ri set of si.des NUDE
nnn.ce
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra full
:1 each Staff of 20
i,/..K.,osoners Make en appointment to
see our sampies-then decode Open
eyery eyerono until 10 en, Fm,, FREE
Or,Orti Packet ca. 25,3161

Hawe Schwarzenbach of Morro
Bay and Esther Bernice Linda of
Kingsburg. Calif.. with door
prizes for traveling the furthest to

IF YOU’RE ENGAGED

F URN WS one txdrin 50S2 bdrm $105
& S112 3 bdrrn 5150 on 8th St smmr
rates per, OK Mr gbg pd See Pete at
751 So 2nd St No 4 293 7796

HOUSE, 3 bdrrn, 2 bath. garage. patio,
and lots of parking 611 S 10th. S2651m0.
$250 in summer Phone 295-5255
ROOM

WANTED- 63 Ford Fontana or Mercury

Elio Runca, research scientist
for the IBM Research Center in
Venice, Italy will speak on that
city’s air pollution problem today
at 3:15 p.m. in Duncan Hall 615.
Runca’s speech is sponsored by
the San Jose State University
Meteorology Department.

Eighty Golden Grads, persons
who have graduated from San
Jose State University 50 or more
years ago. met Saturday to hear
Pres. John Bonze] compare the
present campus with how it was
half a century ago.
Pres. Bonze’ noted it was 5i,
years ago that SJSU first awarded
four-year degrees. At that time,
the school presented 296 teaching
credentials. 18 junior college
degrees and 10 four-year degrees.
He comapred this to the 6,000
SJSU graduates this year.
Dr. Bunzel paid tribute to the
50-year-old bookstore and job
placement bureau in his speech in
the S.U. ballroom
Many things hese changed since
1923, said Bunzel. For instance,
II that time school rings were on
sale for $7. Today they range
from $45 to $60.
However he also noted many
things have stayed the same.
In 1923, a petition was sent by
the students to the governor and
senate requesting higher appropriations to USU.
It was, an effort to influence the
reconsideration fo the proposed
hudget, which threatens to
seriously cripple our college."
After his speech. Pres. Bunzel
presented a bouquet of flowers to
the oldest golden graduate
present. Elizabeth Fulmor of
Redwood City. who will be 100years -old next month.
executive
Neufeld,
Mike
director of the SJSU Alumni
Association. awarded Esther

Terme, who says he doesn’t
believe in violence and admits
there is always potential unrest
when the United States carries
out foreign policy, said the only
thing the -0 and ’71 rim caused
was had records and jail terms for
its participants.
"Just look at those students
arrested during that time, recalled Tars-in. "Most of them
are still hunting for jobs. They
just hurt themselves with various
personal consequences. It’s too
bad."

HOUSING
67 t 6 FT SAILBOAT. clavSeile. a HP
n iritS .ackets trailer 51 ’50 Pr,

115,1 urn’

No Stuilent Refused
ruiS,DISCC)uNT FOR 3 UGPA UR
NON-SMOKERS
Monthly payments available
9480223 days 241-8873 eves

plane.

"Regardless of the fact that they
hold high degrees they are real
people, people who care."
Tarsin admitted the times of
and
controversy
Vietnam
demonstrations on campus will
remain uppermost in his mind,
especially one particular incident.
One incident he remembers

& 1970 VW BUG

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE

cargo

Older grads
hear Bunzel

Inn in ’affective room Girls Over II
please call 2962309 alt 5

LIALA JEN - I found your class ring
Call Steve at 379 8439

CHARTER PUGH’S. Complete domestic , international programs Contact
Joon, Student Services West. Inc., 2355.
Santa cis,’ 4710 287-6301

Need a
Good Car?

MAGICAL CATS free to geed home Box
01 1000 to boot Cell 294-1875 afternoons
and nights
THANK YOU -THANK YOU
To you who helped me by filling Out Westionneire on SMOKING SURVEY Got
FY on the protect Rafael

I AM orgonizIng an encounter group
Anyone interested In participating
between 20-30, Is welcome Also needs
Isometry. se I would like to ponicipate
too Call Larry 247-4635 aft 7 PM

U.’AUTOMOTIVE’
’41

FRIDAY FLICKS "PLAY MISTY FORME"
STARRING CLINT EASTWOOD MAY 111
7 I 10PM MORRIS DAILEY AUD ADP*
50s

And lc> place your ad

RESCUE SAM? Terrier puppy faces
pound if we can’t find a home 7e9 8490

TRANSPORTATION
ONE WAY

TO NOW YORK

MAY 31st 599.00 (tax included/
Contact Richard 274-4613

Ji

